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It’s how we came to be.

After almost 50 years of custom and production-
inventory equipment manufacturing for the food-
service industry, like so many, our world suddenly 
stopped for an unbearable moment in 2020. 

So, we made a pivot. 

It's how we've always thrived.

Responding to market needs in a way so 
steadfastly consistent with the Nemco name, we 
launched a completely new line of products for 
anyone, in foodservice or otherwise, trying to keep 
his or her business thriving in this new era.

It’s how we’ll relentlessly serve you.
If you don’t find what you need in this guide, 
challenge us.

Nemco Pro-Hygiene Solutions is new.
But our driving force is the same.

It’s likely the challenge that has you reviewing this guide.
We can relate.
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•  Provide a sanitary-positive barrier, while preserving the clarity needed to
maintain friendly customer-service and other face-to-face engagements

•  Made of lightweight, but highly durable, materials for lasting performance
•  Simple designs make assembly and installation extremely easy
• A ll feature rounded corners for improved safety

Easy Shield™ Clear Partitions

Add a valuable health-and-safety component to employee-, 
customer- or other personal-interaction environments with Easy 
Shield clear partitions, available in a wide range of models and 
sizes—or customized to your unique application.

THE DIAMOND LINE THE UTILITY LINE MORE SHIELD SOLUTIONS
Far more durable and safer than “plexiglas” 
partitions made of inferior acrylic material

Portable, practical— 
and also tougher than acrylic

Includes face shields and other  
special-application products

FIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE 3



Freestanding Hanging Mounted Custom
CALL 800
782.6761

The Leading Brand 
Made of Super-Tough 

When health and safety really matter, 
choose the brand that takes its job 
far more seriously than run-of-the-mill 
“Plexiglas” barriers made of acrylic. 

Easy Shield is superior to acrylic in 
every way imaginable.

Impact Strength
It’s not even close. 
Worse, when acrylic  
breaks, it tends to  
leave dangerously  
sharp edges exposed.

Flex Strength
Bend it. Twist it. Take it to the  
woodshed. Polycarbonate simply will not crack under 
pressure like acrylic.

Fire Resistance
Again, not even close.
In fact, Easy Shield is building fire-code compliant.1 
Watch the video to see the dramatic difference.

Lasting Clarity
Polycarbonate is UV stabilized and more scratch  
resistant than acrylic.In fact, even after a decade of  
exposure, its light transmissivity degrades less than 10%.

1   Meets ASTM E84 and ULC S102-2–Class A 
and ASTM D635–CC1 classifications.

*   Instrumented impact per ASTM D 3763. 
Sample thickness 0.125" nominal.

CHOOSE YOUR MODEL:

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

Easy Shield™ Clear Partitions    |        THE DIAMOND LINE

*

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/easy-shield#product-photos-8
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/easy-shield#product-photos-9
tel:8007826761
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COUNTERTOP MODELS
freestanding

Easy Shield™ freestanding models are a great solution for workplace 
and customer-service areas in need of a stable barrier that is 
effective against potential infection spread but, also, extremely 
easy to take down or move at a moment’s notice.

CHOOSE FROM A RANGE OF 
OPTIONAL FEATURES:

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

Tab-in-Slot Legs for 
optimum stability

Shields can be clear,  
semi-transparent or a solid 
white, black or color 

Specify a pass-through opening  
for applications where transactions 
are common 

Shield legs can be white, black, semi-transparent or, for added 
durability, stainless steel

Ask about laser 
cutting for custom 
branding or 
graphics!

Slot-in-Slot Legs for  
a clean look (see p.6)

All in a wide array of standard sizes—many in stock 
and ready to ship within 24 hours! Or call the number 
below to specify a custom size. It’s easy!

Model # Description Width
Depth 
w/legs Height List Price

69804 Countertop, 10" Legs 34" 14" 421/2" $486.00
69810-1     Countertop, 36" Width 36" 10" 42" $361.00
69792-24 Countertop, 24" Width 24" 12" 42"  $276.00
69792-36 Countertop, 36" Width 36" 12" 42"  $410.00
69826-32 Countertop, With Pass-Thru 32" 137/8" 245/8"  $470.00

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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FOR NARROW SURFACE AREAS

Specify a pass-through opening for applications 
where transactions are common 

Low-profile, slot-in-slot 
legs optimize visibility 
to serve more personal 
interactions.

Slightly off-center slot-
in-slot connection allows 
for more countertop 
surface workspace 
on the side where it’s 
needed.

Choose from a wide array of standard sizes—many 
in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours! Or call the 
number below to specify a custom size. It easy!

If you’re looking for an Easy Shield that can position quickly and 
remain stable on narrow counters and other limited surface areas, 
Nemco's slot-in-slot leg-design units offer a great selection.

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

Model # Description Width
Depth 
w/legs Height List Price

69885-24-30-P-06 Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, Pass-Thru 24" 12" 30" $227.00
69885-30-36-P-09 Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, Pass-Thru 30" 12" 36" $315.00
69885-36-24-P-12 Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, Pass-Thru 36" 12" 24" $266.00
69885-30-42-P-09 Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, Pass-Thru 30" 12" 42" $334.00
69884-36-36-P Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, No Pass-Thru 36" 12" 36" $363.00
69884-30-36-P Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, No Pass-Thru 30" 12" 36" $319.00
69884-48-30-P Countertop Slot-In-Slot Legs, No Pass-Thru 48" 12" 30" $328.00

Ask about laser 
cutting for custom 
branding or 
graphics!

COUNTERTOP MODELS
freestanding

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761
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TABLETOP DIVIDERS
freestanding

Quickly and easily set up a clear tabletop barrier that promotes a 
defense against infection spread, while still providing for friendly 
face-to-face interactions. These units are especially designed for 
high-top and other tables with smaller surface areas that don’t allow 
for recommended social distancing. However, Nemco can easily 
create a similar version for any larger tables you might have in mind.

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

Tabletop divider with slotted core

Slotted core for 
versatile partition 
placement.

Standard 4-way tabletop divider 

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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FLOOR MODELS
freestanding

Nemco’s framed, floor-standing Easy Shields are a great pro-
hygiene defense divider for workplace assembly lines or other 
shared workspaces, customer-service lines, commonly used areas, 
such as therapy rooms, or virtually any situation where individuals 
are on their feet and in close proximity to one another.

•   Featuring a full-length or open-bottom design
•   With or without casters, depending on your 

Easy Shield mobility needs

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

CHOOSE FROM MODELS:

Choose from a wide range of sizes, 
listed here or specified to your needs.

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69914 Easy Shield, Framed, Full-Length 42" 24" 84" $876.00

Easy Shield, Framed, Open Bottom 90" 24" 791/8" Call for Price

69903 Caster Kit – – – $99.00

Available with casters 
for easy mobility.Open-bottom shield Full-length shield

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761
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When counter- or floor-surface space is limited, a particular foot-
traffic area is tight, or some other issue makes it difficult to set a 
freestanding partition, a hanging Easy Shield can serve as a great 
solution. Order from an array of sizes or specify your own. 

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

Models are available with hardware included that’s 
designed to hang from a standard ceiling-tile grid. 
Or specify ‘without hardware,’ if hanging from  
another type of ceiling or overhead structure.

Rounded corners for 
added safety.

HANGING MODELS

Model # Description Width Depth Height List Price
69798 Easy Shield, Hanging 36" 1/8" 24" $151.00
69793-NH Easy Shield, Hanging, No Hardware 36" 1/8" 24 $139.00
69886-48-24-P Easy Shield, Hanging 48" 1/8" 24" $239.00
69886-48-36-P Easy Shield, Hanging 48" 1/8" 36" $222.00
69916 Hardware Kit, Chain & S-Hook – – – $21.00

Model 69886-48-24-P

Model 69798

Ask about laser 
cutting for custom 
branding or 
graphics!

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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Establish a sanitary-positive barrier in nearly any commercial or 
workspace situation you can imagine with a mounted Easy Shield 
clear partition, made to standard or custom-specified dimensions. 
Durable, yet lightweight, these models can be affixed to a wall, 
furniture or any other solid, stable base to create a physical guard 
against transmission.

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

MOUNTED MODELS

Nemco has already created solutions for everything from classroom and office desks 
to bank counters, restaurant seating, receptionist windows and more.

Choose from a list of standard mounted Shields, or call with a unique application.

Specify a pass-through opening  
for applications where transactions 
are common. 

Ask about laser cutting for 
custom branding or graphics!

School Desk Shields 'Cashier' Easy Shield Receptionist Kiosk Sloped Easy Shield Wall-Mounted Easy Shield

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety


When you need an effective, but more 
practical and economical, pro-hygiene 
barrier, Nemco’s Utility-Line Easy Shields 
are a great solution.   

Each is designed for personal use 
and mobility, making them perfect 
for individuals regularly transitioning 
between classrooms or meeting areas. 

Because of the more temporary nature 
of the Utility-Line, these Shields might 
also be a smart choice in the face 
of uncertainty about how long CDC-
guideline policies will last.

Corrugated L Shields U Shields Custom
CALL 800
782.6761

Portable & Lightweight
Each Utility Line item is easy to carry and set up— 
even for a child.
Collapsible models take storage and mobility  
convenience to another level.

Virtually Unbreakable
Features PETG material 
(polyethylene terephthalate glycol, if you’re scoring at home). 

Not Diamond-Line polycarbonate tough. 
But, nonetheless, 7x stronger than acrylic alternatives.
PLUS, it's recyclable and biodegradable! 

Uniquely Workable
Who knows when an idea will strike? Write it down  
on your Utility-Line Easy Shield!
They accept dry-erase markers, and you can even order 
a frost coating for a true whiteboard effect.

CHOOSE YOUR MODEL:

Easy Shield™ Clear Partitions    |        THE UTILITY LINE

Hanging

Users can Users can 
personally customize personally customize 

with stickers or with stickers or 
dry-erase markers!dry-erase markers!

Users can Users can 
personally customize personally customize 

with stickers or with stickers or 
dry-erase markers!dry-erase markers!

tel:8007826761
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Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69989-20 Corrugated Shield (20-pack) 20" 15" 27" $219.00

DESK & TABLETOP MODELS
freestanding

The most economical option in the Utility Line, this Easy 
Shield features a clear plastic window set inside a 5/32” thick 
corrugated cardboard frame. Easy to unfold and prop up into 
place, then, fold back down and store away again.

•   Clear visibility through the front and  
partially on the sides

•   Front view is 20” wide x 20” high,  
with an additional 3½” peripheral view 

•   User can write notes on the cardboard  
or customize with artwork

•   Ships flat, in a pack of 20, keeping  
per-item cost extremely low

1. Ships flat 2. Easily unfolds to prop in place 3. Folds back flat again to store away

3 Easy Steps!

Users can Users can 
personally customize personally customize 

with stickers or with stickers or 
dry-erase markers!dry-erase markers!

Users can Users can 
personally customize personally customize 

with stickers or with stickers or 
dry-erase markers!dry-erase markers!

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761
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Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69994-10 L-Shield (10-pack)—Foot kits sold separately 18" 14" 24" $536.00
70004 L-Bend Shield—Foot kits sold separately 18" 14" 24" $45.00
69992-6 Black Rubber Accessory Foot Kits (6) – – – $15.00
69990-4 Plastic Track w/ DS Tape Accessory Foot Kits (4) – – – $24.00

DESK & TABLETOP MODELS
freestanding

Made of a rigid and durable PETG material, L-designs can 
stand on their own without a frame, thus providing a two-sided 
partition that has a fully unobstructed view on both sides.

When aligned in multiples, such as in a classroom 
setting, the repeating side-by-side formation 
effectively creates a three-sided barrier around 
each user, much like the alternative U-design Easy 
Shields, but at a lower cost due to material savings.

•   Clear visibility through both sides
•   Can be frosted for a whiteboard effect
•   Made of 0.060-inch-thick PETG
•   Ships pre-formed, in a 10-pack

All the features of the L-Shield above, but in a model 
that ships as a flat PETG sheet, dramatically saving 
per-unit cost. The sheet is scored, making it easy 
to fold into the L shape for standability, then, unfold 
and flatten again to be stored or carried away.

•   Made of 0.040-inch-thick PETG

Model 69994-10 (Shown with black 
rubber feet, sold separately)

If moving your Easy Shield often, these 
six 1" long slip-on feet add a tacky 
rubber grip.

Model 70004 (Shown with plastic 
track feet, sold separately)

If your Easy Shield is likely to stay put for a 
while, choose these four 3" long T-channel 
track feet with double-sided tape.

   Add More Stability to Your L-Shields 

L-Shield

L-Bend Shield

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69996-10 U-Shield (10-pack)—Foot kits sold separately 20" 14" 24" $628.00
70006 U-Bend Shield—Foot kits sold separately 20" 14" 24" $53.00
69992-6 Black Rubber Accessory Foot Kits (6) – – – $15.00
69990-4 Plastic Track w/ DS Tape Accessory Foot Kits (4) – – – $24.00

DESK & TABLETOP MODELS
freestanding

U-Shields add an extra side to the L-design Easy Shields, 
providing more barrier protection, more stability when 
propped in place and more surface area for dry-erase writing.

•   Clear visibility through both sides
•   Can be frosted for a more opaque look
•   Made of 0.060-inch-thick PETG
•   Ships pre-formed, in a 10-pack

All the features of the U-Shield above, but in a 
model that ships as a flat PETG sheet, dramatically 
saving per-unit cost. The sheet is scored, making 
it easy to fold into the U shape, then, unfold and 
flatten again to be stored or carried away.

•   Made of 0.040-inch-thick PETG

Model 69996-10 (Shown with  
plastic track feet, sold separately)

Model 70006 (Shown with black 
rubber feet, sold separately)    Add More Stability to Your U-Shields 

U-Shield

U-Bend Shield

If moving your Easy Shield often, these 
six 1" long slip-on feet add a tacky 
rubber grip.

If your Easy Shield is likely to stay put for a 
while, choose these four 3" long T-channel 
track feet with double-sided tape.

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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Utility Line hanging models offer a quick, economical solution 
when surface area is too limited for a freestanding model, and 
especially when a partition is a very short-term need. Made of 
durable PETG material that’s far stronger than brittle acrylic. 
Standard size is a 30-inch wide x 24-inch tall dimension, but 
custom sizing is easy.

HANGING MODELS

•   Made of durable 0.04-inch-thick PETG
•   Extremely lightweight; can be supported  

by any standard ceiling tile
•   Easy-to-clean for lasting clarity
•   Ships flat, in a 2-pack

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69886-32-24-E Hanging Shield (2-Pack) 30" .040" 24" $41.00
69916 Hardware Kit, Chain & S-Hook – – – $21.00

Hardware kit that includes 
four S-hooks and 12 feet of 
chain is sold separately.

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69925-10 Easy Shield, Face Shield (10-pack) 12" 11/2" 83/4" $43.00
69925-200 Easy Shield, Face Shield (200-pack) 12" 11/2" 83/4" $801.00
69925-10-S Easy Shield, Child-Sized Face Shield (10-pack) 101/4" 11/2" 8" $40.00
69925-200-S Easy Shield, Child-Sized Face Shield (200-pack) 101/4" 11/2" 8" $747.00

Easy Shield, Intubation Box 203/4" 151/2" 195/8" Call for Price

Face Shields

Intubation Box

In workplace or customer-service situations where social 
distancing is difficult to practice, the Easy Shield face shield 
can add a valuable forward barrier of protection over face 
masks,* while still maintaining excellent visibility. It features a 
foam forehead and a one-size-fits-all elastic headband that 
wears comfortably without stress or fatigue on the user, even 
for extended periods of time.

•   APET (amorphous polyethylene terephthalate) material has 
high flexibility and clarity, and serves as an effective barrier 
against droplets

•   Designed to widen at the base for optimum coverage 
around the nose and mouth 

•   Easy to clean (with proper disinfectant products)
•   Available in adult and child sizes 
•   Comes in packs of 10 or 200

Medical professionals can reduce the risk of potential 
infection spread when tending to a supine patient with this 
facial enclosure that comfortably fits over most shoulder 
widths. Once in place, two six-inch diameter armholes 
allow unrestricted access to the patient for endotracheal, 
endoscopic and other similar procedures.

•   An essential personal protective equipment (PPE)  
device in medical settings

•   Lightweight and easy to move and set in place
•   Optimum visibility on all sides
•   Far more durable than acrylic alternatives that  

easily crack and break
•   Easy to clean with soap and warm water after use

* Not intended for medical use.

Polycarbonate
TOUGH 

Model 69925-10

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761


•  Simple designs make them extremely user friendly
•  Very few parts for easy installation and fail-safe function
•  Stainless steel materials for lasting durability 
•  Customization options available

Clean Getaway™

and Other Hands-Free Door Openers

Among the most common causes of disease transmission is 
hand-to-surface contact with objects designed and intended 
for shared use—most notably, door handles. Dramatically  
reduce this risk in your business operation with Nemco’s 
range of hands-free solutions.

CLEAN GETAWAY KICK & PUSH PLATES OTHER DOOR-OPENING 
SOLUTIONSModels designed for all kinds of doors  

and all kinds of door users
Protection against disease and  

potential door damage The possibilities are endless

FIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE 17
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Minimize the chance of spreading pathogens by way of 
potentially contaminated door handles with these ingeniously 
simple fixtures available in two different models—one for 
foot use at the base of the door and one for forearm use at 
mid-door height. They’re absolutely ideal for restroom and 
breakroom doors, but also have a place in any doorway with 
moderate to heavy traffic.

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69811 Forearm Door Opener 13/4" 3" 25/8" $25.00
69811-15G Forearm Door Opener (15 pack) 13/4" 3" 25/8" $255.00
69813 Foot Door Opener 3" 23/4" 25/8" $25.00
69813-10G Foot Door Opener (10 pack) 3" 23/4" 25/8" $149.00
69813-10 Foot Door Opener (10 retail pack with point of sale) 3" 23/4" 25/8" $199.00

FOREARM & FOOT MODELS

•   Angle designed for safety—effective for pulling, 
but allows for a quick-slip release to prevent injury

•   Stainless-steel construction for lasting strength 
and appearance, even in high-traffic applications

•   Versatile – can be placed almost anywhere
•   Easy to install (hardware included)

Both Clean Getaway 
models provide a 

user-friendly means 
of pulling doors open 

without having to touch 
handles or other door 

surfaces.

Every Clean Getaway 
includes an easy-to- 
apply sticker with simple 
directions for use.

Go to the next level in customization 
with powder-coat colors, branding or 
other messaging

Model 69811

Model 69813

Order a bulk pack and save
Model 69813-10G

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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COOLER DOOR MODELS

The Clean Getaway can be developed for all sorts of 
unconventional door handles! Take these unique models, 
for example, designed to convert the use of retail and other 
cooler doors into a hygienic hands-free convenience. Just a 
little forearm tug is all it takes to access the cooler without the 
risk of hand-to-handle contact.

FREEZER & REFRIGERATOR

•   Great for convenience stores, refrigerated grocery aisles  
and any commercial kitchen with a busy staff 

•   Stainless-steel construction for lasting strength and appearance
•   Easy to install with just a few parts (hardware included)
•   Versatile—can be placed at any height

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69890 Cooler Door Handle Opener Kit, Stainless Steel 21/4" 3" 13/4" $55.00
69890-B Cooler Door Handle Opener Kit, Black Powder Coat 21/4" 3" 13/4" $61.00
69930 Full-Length Extruded Cooler Door Handle Opener, 

Stainless Steel 21/4" 3" 13/4" $56.00
69930-B Full-Length Extruded Cooler Door Handle Opener, 

Black Powder Coat 21/4" 3" 13/4" $64.00
Protective Color Coating – – – Call for Price

Every Clean Getaway includes 
an easy-to-apply sticker with 
simple directions for use.

Hardware options ensure a secure fit to the unique contours 
of your cooler-door handle. You can even choose a model 
designed for the more intricate full-length extruded handles!

Model 69890 Model 69890-B

Add a protective plastic sleeve available 
in a range of colors

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761
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Other Hands-Free Door Openers

No-Touch Door Opener

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69878 Kick Plate Door Opener 34" – 12" $58.00
69879 Push Plate Door Opener 4" – 16" $17.00
69900-50 No-Touch Door Opener/Keypad Activator (50 pack) 1/4" 23/4" 11/2" $246.00
69909 Screw Kit for Kick-Plate, & Push-Plate Door Opener – – – $4.00

Kick-Plates & Push-Plates

Pro-Hygiene MultiTool

Doors unobstructed by a latch allow employees or  
customers to push through with their forearm or foot and, 
thus, avoid hand-to-handle contact that can spread disease. 
But, over time, this exacts unsightly long-term wear and  
tear on the door—unless you have a Nemco Pro-Hygiene 
Solutions’ kick- or push-plate that withstands the  
punishment and still looks great.

          •   Durable 18-gauge stainless steel
          •   Can be sized to fit any walk-through door
          •   Easy to install and maintain for like-new appearance

This incredibly versatile tool, only slightly larger than a car 
key, enables anyone to navigate a normal day without ever 
touching a publicly shared surface. The user can hook and 
open nearly any kind of door or faucet handle, or use the 
pointer to activate all kinds of buttons or touchpads, from 
elevators and gas pumps to ATM and self-checkout machines.      

•   Made of stainless steel and virtually unbreakable
•   Comfortably fits most anyone’s hand or keychain 
•   Ships in packs of 50

Model 69900-50

Model 69878
Model 69879

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety


•   Smart designs to optimize personal cleanliness—even in remote settings
•   High-strength materials for commercial and other busy environments
•   Always easy to set up and use
•   Customization options available

According to the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 
(CDC), up to 80% of communicable diseases are transferred 
by touch, making hand hygiene one of—if not the—best  
common defense against the spread of illness. Nemco Pro- 
Hygiene Solutions offers an ever-expanding line of cleaning 
and sanitizing products that serve all sorts of applications, as 
well as a collaborative design-manufacturing team that can 
partner with you in the development of a new product idea. 

HYGENIE™ HANDS-FREE 
AND OTHER SANITIZER DISPENSERS

STOP ‘N SCRUB™ 
PORTABLE HANDWASHING STATIONS

HYGIENE-SUPPLY 
STATIONS

Optimum cleanliness, and portion-control 
efficiency, made easy.

Completely self-contained, two-sink 
systems, with no plumbing!

Organization and accessibility make  
establishing a culture of clean much easier.

FIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE FIND OUT MORE

NemcoPro™ Sanitizing Systems
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FOREARM MODELS
manual

Promote the higher-level hygiene advantages of hands-free 
sanitizer dispensing in a more economical, manual alternative 
to sensor-activated units. Like any HyGenie solution, these 
forearm-activated models offer drip-free portion control to 
conserve costly waste. Plus, they’re lightweight and portable, 
yet simple and durable, to provide sanitizer where it’s needed 
most in any commercial or industrial setting.

•   Hands-free dispensing—pump lever designed  
for forearm use

•   Consistent portion-control dispensing— 
preset to 0.0703 oz (2 ml)

•   No-drip valve prevents waste 
•   Large, open reservoir makes for quick refilling
•   Easy to disassemble and clean
•   Dishwasher safe components
•   Works with both gel and water-based sanitizers

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
10950-1 HyGenie Dispenser, Black/Black 61/2" 13" 41/2" $322.00
10951-1 HyGenie Dispenser, Black/White 61/2" 13" 41/2" $322.00
69945 HyGenie Wall Mount Stand, Stainless Steel 63/4" 12" 12" $124.00
69945-B HyGenie Wall Mount Stand, Black 63/4" 12" 12" $143.00
69945-W HyGenie Wall Mount Stand, White 63/4" 12" 12" $143.00
69940 HyGenie Freestanding Stand, Stainless Steel 12" 18" 471/2" $262.00
69940-B HyGenie Freestanding Stand, Black 12" 18" 471/2" $277.00
69940-W HyGenie Freestanding Stand, White 12" 18" 471/2" $277.00

Custom graphics 
available!

Choose from black or white,  
with or without custom graphics

Save counter space with 
this wall-mount bracket, 
available in black, white  
or stainless steel—Sold 
separately

Set your HyGenie in the 
middle of the action with 
this freestanding holder, 

available in black, white or 
stainless steel.

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761
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OTHER DISPENSING SOLUTIONS
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PORTION PUMP
portable

This easy-to-use, handheld pump combines higher-volume 
capacity and portion control with the portability of a common 
hand-sanitizer bottle. Carry it with you or use it from a stationary 
hanging position. It’s great for applications with unique space 
restrictions or staff needs.

•   Adjustable portion control with settings for:  
1/8, 1/6, 1/4, 1/3 and 1/2 oz per stroke 

•   One squeeze gives one portion—quick and easy 
•   Patented design ensures no-drip, no-mess operation
•   Sealed system creates a vacuum draw that maximizes  

evacuation of the sanitizer, preventing product waste 
•   Made of durable BPA-free material
•   Very few components—easy to disassemble and clean 
•   All components are dishwasher safe 
•   Fits standard FIFO BOTTLES™ of 12, 16, 20, 24 and  

32 fl ounces (bottles not included)* 
•   Works with both gel and water-based sanitizers 

Space-saving vertical storage stands keep the 
pumps organized and accessible, while forcing 
sanitizer toward the nozzle. Order a single, 
double or triple unit.

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
10978 Portable Pump Dispenser 4" – 63/4" $79.00
10981 Portable Pump Dispenser Stand, Single 5" 5" 33/4" $105.00
10982 Portable Pump Dispenser Stand, Double 9" 5" 33/4" $191.00
10983 Portable Pump Dispenser Stand, Triple 13" 5" 33/4" $278.00

* FIFO BOTTLE™ is a trademark of FIFO Innovations.

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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Model 69961, front view

TWIN-SINK MODELS
Promote an important practice against infection spread—
just about anywhere!

The Stop ‘n Scrub is a completely self-contained, side-by-side, 
2-sink system, with each side featuring a faucet and drain, a 
dispenser for paper towels, and a dispenser for soap or sanitizer.

They’re the perfect solution for busy outdoor venues, drive-
thru lanes, construction zones and other remote sites with no 
convenient access to a restroom sink. 

Stop ‘n Scrubs are also ideal for restaurants with outdoor 
seating areas, particularly when indoor patronage is closed 
or limited. They can even find a place in an indoor scenario, 
when an anticipated traffic spike is temporary and not worthy 
of an investment in a permanent bathroom installation.

•   Drains flow into a single, built-in wastewater tank— 
the entire unit is easy to empty, wipe down and disinfect

•   Made of durable, high-density polyethylene (HDPE)—light 
enough to easily move and position, but tough enough to 
withstand commercial and industrial environments

•   UV-proof to maintain appearance, even after marathon 
use in the sun

•   Models available in a 12-gallon or 30-gallon size
•   Custom graphics available

Improve hygiene even further by 
adding an Easy Shield™ clear partition

NO PLUMBING?
NO PROBLEM

Model 69960, front view

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69960 Portable Sink, 12 Gallon 271/2" 15" 523/4" $1,397.00
69961 Portable Sink, 30 Gallon 171/2" 311/2" 50" $1,805.00
70032 Easy Shield Clear Partition, Fits Model 69960 151/2" 1/8" 32" $98.00
70033 Easy Shield Clear Partition, Fits Model 69961 24" 1/8" 29" $84.00

Easy-to-use foot pedal at the 
base activates water flow. 

Stainless-steel mount widens 
the base to optimize stability. 

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761
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Making workplace protocols easy to follow is one of the most effective ways to ensure 
they are followed.

That’s the simple truth behind Nemco’s choice of hygiene-supply stations. They’re all designed to 
keep staple health-and-safety supply items organized and accessible in storage-dispenser units 
with little to no footprint—so, they reliably assist in maintaining best practices, without getting in the 
way of normal operational traffic. 

HYGIENE-SUPPLY STATIONS

•   High-strength stainless steel for commercial/industrial use 
•   Easy to install or set in place
•   No-hassle dispensing and refill

For applications with a moderate 
demand and no need to provide 
glove-size variations.

•   Easy to load/reload—Just slide full 
and empty glove boxes through  
the open top

•   Holds box securely in place for 
trouble-free, orderly dispensing

For applications with a heavier  
usage demand. 

•   Three compartments accommodate 
a variation of glove sizes

•   Easy to load/reload—Glove boxes 
slide in/out through the open sides

•   Holds boxes securely in place for 
trouble-free, orderly dispensing

Organizes and dispenses a full  
array of health-safety supplies in  
one storage location.

•   Easy to load/reload—Supply  
boxes slide in/out of their respective 
compartments

•   Holds boxes securely in place for 
trouble-free, orderly dispensing

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69910 Wall-Mount, Single-Compartment Glove Dispenser 91/8" 31/8" 5" $50.00
69910-3 Wall-Mount, Three-Compartment Glove Dispenser 101/4" 35/8" 181/4" $122.00
69915 Wall-Mount, Glove, Mask & Hair-Net Dispenser 181/8" 51/8" 251/8" $243.00

Wall-Mounted, Single-Compartment 
Glove Dispenser

Wall-Mounted, Three-Compartment 
Glove Dispenser

Wall-Mounted, Glove, Mask &  
Hair-Net Dispenser

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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HYGIENE-SUPPLY STATIONS

Designed for hotels, airports and 
any other active public areas where, 
at a moment’s notice, employees or 
customers might need to sanitize 
their hands or some object in their 
possession.

•   One stand holds both a hand- 
sanitizer dispenser and up to two 
boxes of gloves

•   Lightweight and portable—with an 
extremely narrow, vertical profile  
to fit almost anywhere

•   Stands tall—at a convenient height 
for easy accessibility—but includes  
a wide, flat base for stability

In applications where employees 
or customers need a simple, 
hygiene-safe way to pick up or hold 
something without hand contact, 
these dispensers offer a convenient, 
on-the-spot solution.

•   Easy to load/reload
•   Holds box of paper securely in 

place for trouble-free, orderly 
dispensing

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
69955 Freestanding Disinfectant-Wipe Dispenser 15" 15" 391/4" $373.00
69955-1 Wall Mount Disinfectant-Wipe Dispenser 33/4" 33/4" 63/4" $87.00
69950-B Freestanding Sanitizer/Gloves Combo Dispenser 12" 18" 443/8" $411 .00

Single-Use Sanitary Paper Dispenser 63/4" 31/4" 61/4" Call for Price

Ideal for fitness centers, hair salons, 
repair shops or any other application 
that involves the shared use or steady 
exchange of equipment, furniture, 
tools, etc. among employees or 
customers.

•   Lightweight and portable—with an 
extremely narrow, vertical profile 
to fit almost anywhere wipes are 
needed

•   Stands tall—at a convenient height 
for easy accessibility—but includes  
a wide, flat base for stability

* Shown with Hygenie Model 10951-1. Sold separately.

Freestanding  
Disinfectant-Wipe Dispenser

Freestanding Sanitizer  
and Gloves Combo Dispenser*

Dispenser for Single-Use  
Sanitary Paper

https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
tel:8007826761


•   Solutions for all kinds of kitchen and customer-facing applications
•   Always made of durable, commercial-grade materials—a Nemco trademark
•   All easy to use for employees and self-serve consumers

Nemco Pro-Hygiene Solutions draws on decades of experience in 
food equipment design-manufacturing to offer innovative health-
and-safety products specially geared for the foodservice industry. 

Further, we’re also prepared to partner with operators and 
brand executives to develop new product ideas, particularly 
with the knowledge that off-premises dining trends are poised 
to accelerate, and patrons’ heightened hygiene awareness is 
destined to last well after the pandemic is in the rearview mirror.

Pro-Hygiene Concepts for Foodservice

Call to discuss developing a custom idea   |   800.782.6761
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CURBSIDE SERVICE SOLUTIONS
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Optimize the health and safety of employees and customers during their point-of-contact 
moments in carryout situations.

Model # Description Width Depth Height List Price
Curbside Order Station 161/8" 81/4" 93/4" Call for Price

Curbside Delivery Caddy 231/2" 161/4" 265/8" Call for Price

Curbside Order Station

Curbside Delivery Caddy

Combines a protective barrier with user-friendly features.

•  Easily cradles and wraps around tablets or other
order-placement devices in a range of sizes

•  Includes a shoulder strap that adjusts for comfort,
or can be completely removed

•  Body made entirely of attractive, durable,
easy to clean stainless steel

•  Also includes handy compartments for a stylus
and other ordering tools

Pass off food orders to drive-up patrons without 
hand-to-hand contact.

•  The server carries the caddy, open side facing the
customer, using two underneath handles that, combined
with a lipped tray and multiple cup holders, make for a
stable and secure pass-off—The customer doesn’t have
to touch anything but his/her order

•  Designed with a clear partition on the server’s side
to optimize hygiene safety

•  Made entirely of durable, easy-to-clean polycarbonate—
the toughest material of its kind

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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SELF-SERVE SOLUTIONS
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Add food equipment and other self-serve station accessories that make customer-to-customer 
food safety more effective.

Roller Grill Enclosure
Going one further than conventional roller-grill 
sneeze guards, this design completely encases the 
grill area to minimize food exposure.

•   Hinged-lid doors allow for easy top-down  
access to the food

•   Made entirely of durable, easy-to-clean 
polycarbonate—the toughest material of its kind 

•   Enclosures can be made to fit a full range of roller 
grill capacities

Model # Description Width
 

Depth Height List Price
Roller Grill Low Height Guard 201/2" 183/8" 93/4" Call for Price

tel:8007826761
https://nemcofoodequip.com/catalog/category/health-safety
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